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We Proudly Acknowledge and Respect the 

Dharug and Gundungurra People 

as Traditional Owners of this Land  

 

Blue Mountains Aboriginal Culture and Resource Centre  

Blackmail Newsletter June 2020 

ACRC’s Objectives 

The objectives of the Corporation are: 

· To acknowledge, appreciate and respect Dharug and Gundungurra People as the  
   Traditional Owners/Custodians of the land, and their respective cultures. 

· To provide all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander residents of the Blue Mountains Local   
   Government Area with: 

1. Access and equity in the provision of services 

2. Support and assist in overcoming physical and cultural isolation 

3. A place to share, learn and develop Aboriginal and Torres Strait cultures, arts,          
history and heritage. 

· To create opportunities for and empower the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander         
    community through economic development 
 
· To build cultural relations between the non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal communities 

· To be proactive in addressing racism and discrimination. 

· To provide outreach services to neighbouring areas where 
   (i) such services are limited or not provided in the area and 
   (ii) the provision of these services are with benefit to ACRC. 

· To operate and maintain a gift fund to be known as ‘Blue Mountains Aboriginal Culture  
   and Resource Centre Gift Fund’ in accordance with the requirements of the Income Tax  
  Assessment Act 1997. 
ACRC are wanting to ensure we align closely with our objectives. Please let us know how 
we can improve in the delivery of our services and programs to you. 
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Manager’s Message 

Changes to the organisation’s Financial Management arrangements 

In 2019 the Board of ACRC commissioned an independent report on the health of the      
organisation’s financial management. 

The new Board noted that this report, and the anomalies that it exposed, had generated   
conflict between previous ACRC Directors and the staff of the organisation. Further to this    
report, the board commenced independent and on-going financial advice into the status of 
the finances. 

It was clear that there were several aspects of this situation: 

1. That with the current financial management system engaged by ACRC, there remained 
an unacceptable risk to staff, management and the Board of criticism and any resultant      
actions should any anomalies occur in the future. 

2. That financial management systems employed by similar organisations relied on         
out-sourced book keeping and accounting services, thereby ensuring an independent and        
industry regulated reporting service. 

3. That the workload that had grown over the years within the financial, office                   
administration and transport co-ordination combined role at ACRC had grown beyond     
reasonable limits. 

With the intention, therefore, of ensuring an optimum balance of financial management   
probity and workplace service delivery, the Board has taken the decision to out-source 
ACRC’s book keeping and accounting functions and re-organise the office administration 
and transport co-ordination staff functions. 

The Board took the decision to ensure that no staff member was disadvantaged, either    
financially or with working times and conditions, and in fact has now streamlined staff    
responsibilities to further ensure the provision of a better standard of service to            
community and clients. 

Mick Beltran 
A/Manager ACRC 
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Messages from the Board 

Reflections and New Beginnings 

As a new Board, we have been carefully reviewing all aspects of ACRC’s functions since we 
were elected by our community, late last year in 2019. Reflecting on the past, as a         
community, we have gone through considerable turmoil. The fires, flooding and COVID-19 
has impacted on us all, particularly now, in how we reach out and communicate with each 
other. Dealing with loss in these present times has also affected how families grieve with 
each other through the effects of social distancing and restrictions. 

Whilst we have been impacted by these devastating times, the Board have not stopped 
serving our community. We have been behind the scenes trying our best to make ACRC a 
better place for everyone. We have endured many challenges, but we are still here, serving 
our community and putting our “best” forward, with humility and respect. 

We wanted to let you know that a re-structure has taken place. We will keep you informed 
as we go. We are extremely excited to let you know that these positive changes is about   
getting back to the core values of what ACRC was built on. I’m sure most of you will find 
this exciting as this is what you had hoped for. Thank you for being patience with us. 

As we look and work towards a better future, we ask you to be proactive and get involved. 
We know it is hard within the social context of COVID, however, if you would like to         
volunteer in some capacity, we would love to hear from you. For temporary measures, we 
have a closed-door policy due to the current situation with COVID-19. To keep us all safe, 
we ask that you call and make an appointment before coming down. We do not want      
anyone to feel unsafe at ACRC or put anyone at risk. If you just want to come and visit, the 
same procedure applies. Call and make an appointment. We value your positive input and 
support and again, thank you for your patience. 

Introductions 
We would like to formally introduce our ACRC financial team. 
 
Book Keeper | Select Admin - Kylie King 
Accountant | Maber Business Services - Wayne Maber 
Auditor | National Audits Group - Danielle Nyle 
 
The Board went through a rigorous process of requesting quotes and reading purpose    
statements for various Book Keeping, Accountancy and Auditor firms. We are more than 
happy with our decision. We carefully considered all current and past practices, including 
the professional advice given related to, “best practice.” A big warm welcome to Kylie, 
Wayne and Danielle for joining our ACRC team. 
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Please note: As per our ACRC rule for AGM business - 4.2, choosing an auditor  (if required) 
and agreeing on the fee can be part of the decision making. The Members who will be in 
attendance for the next AGM will have an opportunity to read the Auditor’s Report and ask 
questions. The Members on the day of the AGM can vote to keep the Auditor on for the 
next financial year. We will keep you informed and up to date when our next AGM will be. 
Thank you for your patience. We are looking forward to our AGM and being able to share 
all together, our hopes and dreams for ACRC. 

Lastly, we would like to introduce Lex Dadd who is now our Assistant Manager. As ACRC is a 
Aboriginal Culture and Resource Centre, we are extremely excited about what he will bring 
to our community.  Lex's enthusiasm for building a strong and respectful community is em-
bedded in his cultural values and responsibilities as a Dharug Traditional Custodian. We val-
ue Lex's work ethics and his powerful message of Yanama Budyari Gumada - To walk/go 
with good spirit. 

If you have any questions for Lex, if want to know more about our new Assistant Manager 
and how his position came about, please ring the office, make an appointment and get to 
know him. 

ACRC Members’ Contact details 

We need your help. Unfortunately, our member's list is not up to date and we know some 
families are not receiving the most current information about what is happening at ACRC. 

The Black Mail is one way of keeping us all up to date and informed about what is             
happening with ACRC and our wider community. 

Some of you may receive an electronic version of the Black Mail and are happy to receive 
this information via email. That is great, but we still require your most up to date contact 
details. 

If you know of someone who has moved or you have moved yourself, please ring or email 
us about the changes. We would love to hear from you. 

Please let us know via email | manager@acrc.org.au or call ACRC | (02)4782 6569 

In addition to this, if you would prefer to receive an electronic version of the Black Mail, 
please let us know and we will update your email too. 

Supporting the revitalisation of our Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Languages 

We would like to create a language word list of greetings and farewells for ALL Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander community members of ACRC. We would like to hear from you,   
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Following cultural protocols for the revitilisation of your language you represent. We are 
wanting to collate these words to be displayed at ACRC. It could be a great art piece. We 
are not sure what the final works will look like, but we would love a greeting and a farewell 
wall and poster representing First nations languages. 

In the Dharug Dalang there are a few ways to greet and farewell someone. The most     
common words in Dharug are, “Warami” - Hello and “Yanu” - See you. The Dharug people 
don't say goodbye, rather than, "see you next time, or later." What is your greeting and 
farewell in your language? Send an email, ring, leave a note at ACRC, follow up with a staff 
member. There is no rush but an on-going dialogue of working together to share language 
that      empowers culture. Remember to follow the safe ACRC COVID guidelines of access-
ing the office at ACRC if you are wanting to come down and have a yarn with us about lan-
guage. 

Our Vison and Yanama Budyari Gumada – To walk/go with good spirit 

ACRC has been supporting the Yanama Budyari Gumada baya – To walk/go with good spirit         
message. This is a message that Dharug people spread to remind each other how to be   
humble, to show humility, to be respectful to one another. It has gathered momentum over 
the years and recently was framed as part of promoting healthy habits as a response to 
COVID when there was a dilemma around limited and expensive hand sanitiser. 

Over the COVID-19 period it prompted a family to make homemade hand sanitiser to give 
to their family and friends and wider community.  Another family also joined the spirit of 
the cause and became a benefactor, supporting the idea with the family to share in the 
costs. They labelled these bottles with the, “Yanama Budyari Gumada” message, made 
with ngubadi – love. Their aim was simply to help and share this message, to lift the spirit 
of others through this COVID crisis of social isolation and potential health risks of not being 
able to afford hand sanitiser. 

An ACRC staff member approached a family member of one of the family’s and a batch of 
hand sanitiser was donated to ACRC with the intent for these to be delivered to our Elders 
of ACRC. 

Thank you to these families for your generosity and going above and beyond. You have 
demonstrated, the “community spirit” of what ACRC is built on. ACRC is here to support 
our community and this is an example that aligns with our ACRC objectives and our core 
vison of: 

“Fostering respect and unity in the Blue Mountains Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Community, by strengthening culture through community support, empowerment and     
embracing diversity to achieve self-determination.” 
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Helpful and Harmful Behaviours 

The Board would like to introduce a code of conduct for how we communicate and interact 
respectfully with each other. Some of you are familiar with the document as it was            
introduced in the Members meeting that was called in August 2019. Other Members know 
this document from Dharug Ngurra Aboriginal Corporation being influential in successfully 
minimising negative and divisive behaviour and pathing the way for respectful and positive       
behaviour across Dharug nguur—country from the Mountains to the Sea. 

The newly appointed Board recently adopted this document for conducting Directors   
meetings. We will be adopting the helpful and harmful behaviours for general meetings 
that include Annual General Meetings. More importantly, this document will form part of 
the values that ACRC is built on and will be part of the membership application process and 
a framework for cancelling membership. 

If you want to add to the list of helpful and harmful behaviours and be part of this working 
document, we welcome your contribution. 

Final Thoughts 

Over the past two weeks, we have witnessed racism in all its traumatic and horrific forms.  
It has been devastating to see this play out over the media. 

The Board, Uncle Chris, Aunty Jacinta and Lex attended a respectful protest here in             
Katoomba along with many others of the Blue Mountains community, both Indigenous and 
Non-Indigenous. 

We stood together in solidarity.  On Gadigal country (Sydney central), there were quite a 
few from our community who rallied together to show support for all mobs across Austral-
ia and abroad. "Black Lives do Matter!" We have shown that we can be a united front. 

As we face challenges against racism, sadly, there are other forms of divisive behaviour and 
harm that comes from our very own community. 

What we are about to address is Lateral Violence - internalised colonialism. Yes, we are   
going to name it. Sorry if it makes you feel uncomfortable.  Lateral violence takes on many 
forms. Gossiping - talking about others, making rumours up, bullying, social exclusion and 
ostracising to name a few. There are individuals and families in our community that will go 
to great lengths to sabotage other people's good work and reputation in our community. 
These perpetrators of lateral violence become so overwhelmed that they may display the 
negative behaviour of jealousy, envy, rage and sometimes violence. Lateral Violence does 
not discriminate. The hurtful and disrespectful behaviour comes in all ages, shapes and    
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sizes.  We, as a Board, including our Management Team at ACRC are being directly affected 
by this very destructive behaviour. 

Please do not participate in this hurtful behaviour.  What makes it worse is those who are 
presenting themselves as being respectful and lovely in person and on social media, are, 
behind our backs, undermining and attacking us. The community is small and we know 
who is participating actively in this divisive behaviour. 

We work tirelessly for our community and in a voluntary capacity.  Among our Board   
Member’s we have young families, we work full time, support our community in other 
ways. With all that said, we are First Nations people trying to do something positive for our 
community. 

If you have issues with our decisions, we are always willing to discuss these.  Please come 
and talk to us. Most times what you hear has been taken out of context which is conducive 
towards supporting Lateral Violence. If you hear something, stop and think: Is it true? Is it 
helpful? Is it Inspiring? Is it necessary? Is it kind? Most of all, ask yourself, is it harmful? 

If you hear something that is negative and continue that negativity to others instead of     
following other avenues, no one will be able to resolve the problems and it will just        
continue to fester, adding to the toxic behaviour that our community wanted to eliminate. 

The following link provided will help you further in recognising lateral Violence. 

https://humanrights.gov.au/our-work/chapter-2-lateral-violence-aboriginal-and-torres-
strait-islander-communities-social 

If you have been subjected to lateral violence and need support, you are not alone. Please 
contact us at ACRC. 

If you have an issue with the Board or our ACRC staff, and you are making negative         
comments by spreading rumours, we prefer you to bring your issues to the, “circle.”              
Be transparent and do it in a respectful manner so we can work together to resolve it.   

We look forward to the future and respectfully ask that you be part of the positive changes 
ahead of us, walking together. 
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Budyari Badja Yiyari – Helpful/Harmful Behaviours 
 Code of Conduct  

Budyari – Helpful  Badja - Harmful  

Stewardship of the Corporation means: 

 care for the corporation 
 demonstrate integrity 
 display teamwork  

Non-stewardship of the corporation means: 

 No care 
 No integrity 

 No teamwork  

 respect, accept and acknowledge disrespectful 

 equality  bullying 

 listening  systematic degrading of a person 

 patience  talking over the opinions of others 

 taking turns when talking  threatening and intimidating behaviour 

 professional behaviour  ego 

 stick to the facts  inappropriate language 

 leadership  aggressive behaviour 

 being here for the mob/community  tone of voice 

 no ego  personal attacks 

 positive language  Use of negative behaviour 

 proactive  disruptive behaviour 

 keep personal out  Interrupting 

 follow the rules  lateral violence 

 continual improvement  

 look forward and learn from  
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Manager’s Message 

 

Lex Dadd – Assistant Manager 

I am excited to inform you Lex Dadd has joined the staff of ACRC as Assistant Manager.   
This is a full-time, temporary, position. I will work with Lex on the basis that we now form a 
management team and he has delegated authority appropriate for the Assistant Manager 
ACRC. 

Uncle Lex Dadd is known to many of you as he is actively involved with culture and has  
participated in lots of ceremonial and community events across the Blue Mountains and 
adjoining areas. 

One focus for Lex will be the activities associated with our new grants from AbSec and    
Aboriginal Affairs, as well as the contract work for Sydney University that has been           
negotiated by ACRC. 

Another important focus for Lex will be to survey ACRC’s community service provision and 
in this regard, he will work to explore ways that ACRC can improve its operations           
management. Watch out, he is full of ideas and aspires to ensure that culture is a           
centrepiece of ACRC’s purpose and that continuous service improvement is a real focus. 

Lex will engage with the community and is very much looking forward to meeting with you 
and working with you for the benefit of ACRC and the community as a whole. Please take 
every opportunity to engage and work with, Lex. 

 

Mick Beltran 

A/Manager ACRC 
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Hello Our Elders, Mums, Dads, aspiring Elders, Youth and Little Ones, 

My name is Lex Dadd and I’m very pleased to be part of the ACRC team.  

I’m a Traditional Custodian of Dharug Country, Cultural Artist and Educator. Some of the 
support that I can offer the community are, Welcome and Smoking Ceremonies, cultural 
camps, sharing stories and knowledge about bush tucker medicine, teaching wood carv-
ing and craft. Check out, “Yellomundee Living Culture Camp 2018,” on youtube to get an 
idea.  I am also a chef by trade and my food is not too bad.  
 
For those of you that know me and for those of you that don’t, I hope you will take the 
time to respectfully get to know me.  I strive to live with integrity, though I am human and 
have my faults.  That is why I love the term, “Yanama Budyari Gumada” (YBG), to remind 
me to (walk or go with Good Spirit), through patience, humility and respect.   
 
My goal is to share and learn culture and to lift our community up, though I’m tired of  
the Lateral Violence.  If we fight amongst ourselves we lose our voice for mother earth—
country. 
 
In our community we represent many nations, though we all call the Blue Mountains 
home. Our community has faced many challenges of late, though we are resilient. 
 
Come and get to know me and let’s talk about great ideas for our Youth, our Elders, our 
families and ones that need our help, not judgment. We live in the most visited place in 
Australia.  Lets shine our brightest. 
 
I would love to meet all the Elders to hear their thoughts and how we can be guided from 
their wisdom. I’m happy to have lunch or breakfast with you if you would like to arrange 
through Jade, or give me a call at the ACRC office.  Let me know what your favourite dish 
is and I will do my best to cook for you.    
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ACRC Mondays Playgroup is closed until further notice 
 

Firstly, ACRC Staff would like to thank you for your patience as 
we continue to navigate through the COVID-19 pandemic. Whilst 
in the lock down  period, we’ve been working extremely hard to 

keep the work flow up with our clients and community.   

 

ACRC has been informed that Playgroup is still in lockdown until 
they lift further restrictions.  Please be patient,  because before 

you know it, playgroup will be back. 

 

Raylee will contact you by phone, message or Facebook once she 
has been informed playgroup can return back to Greenwood Early       

Education Centre 

 

Once again THANK You for being patient through this hard time  

Transport Notice. 
 

The bus will be undergoing repairs and will be out of service 

for several weeks. ACRC currently has a limited driver avail-

ability, during the COVID-19 lockdowns.  Transport demands 

have significantly dropped off, but if services were to resume 

in the next month or so, we would not be able to provide full 

capacity services.  We apologise for any inconvenience and 

thank you for your understanding. 
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The following organisations may have had 

changes to their services and/or programs. 

Please ring ahead to check.  

 

Gateway Family Services 4782 5326 or 

4720 6500     

BMWHC 4782 5133  

Thrive Family Services 4782 1555  

Belong Blue Mountains  

4782 1117 Katoomba 

4759 2592 Mid Mountains 

4739 1164 Lower Mountains  

Elizabeth Evatt Legal Centre 4782 4384 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Legal Advice Line 4704 0207 

Tenancy Advice Line 4704 0201  

Neighbourhood Centres  

Lower Mtns Neighbourhood Centre  

4739 1164  

Katoomba Neighbourhood Centre  

4782 1117  

Lower Mtns Neighbourhood Centre  

4759 2592 

Springwood Community Health 4751 0100 

Lawson Community Health 4759 8700 

Blackheath Area Neighbourhood Centre 

4787 7770 4787 5684 

MOCS 4758 6811 
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ACRC Colouring competition 2020 
 

Child Name: ______________________________________________________________________ 
 
D.O.B:___________________________ Age group: _______________________________________ 
 
Address:_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
   _____________________________________________Postcode:_____________________ 
 
Parent Name: ____________________________Contact Number_____________________________ 

Blue Mountains Aboriginal Culture and Resource Centre have partnered with Leanne Tobin and together we will be 
running a COVID-19 Competition until 24th July 2020. There are 6 prizes to be won from which we will select two 
(one girl and boy), from each age category. They are girls and boys between the ages of 2-4 years, 5 -8 years and 
10-13 years.  

Our local Aboriginal artist Leanne Tobin has created a colouring sheet exclusively for our very first ever colouring       
competition. The colouring sheet was inspired by Leanne and donated to ACRC. ACRC asked Leanne to do a    
drawing of a rainbow serpent and Leanne came up with this beautiful drawing. Thank you so much Leanne. 

Simply fill in the entry form attached here and post your completed picture back to ACRC POX 334, Katoomba 
NSW 2780 for judging. Good luck! 

Competition Terms and Conditions:  

By submitting this entry form you are agreeing to the returned entry being displayed at the ACRC office, on our 
ACRC Facebook page and our next ACRC Blackmail. Copies of the returned entry may also be used in any other 
ACRC media platform or such purposes for publicity, illustration, advertising, and web content. There are two prizes 
for one girl and boy in each participating age group. They are girls and boys between the ages of 2-4 years, 5 -8 
years and 10-13 years.  

Competition Guidelines: 

1. Competition runs between Monday 22nd June 2020 and Friday 24th July 2020. 

2. The winners will be notified by ACRC Manager or Family support Co-ordinator by phone and a winners notice will 
be displayed on our ACRC Facebook from 27th July 2020 for a period of at least one week. 

3. A panel of three Aboriginal Elders that live in the Blue Mountains will judge all winning entries and select a girl and 
boy from each age category - 2-3 years, 4 -7 years, 8 -12 years of age. 

4. Judges decision/s will be final and no correspondence will be entered into. 

5. Winners may need to provide proof of age and eligibility to claim prize. 

6. Prizes are not redeemable for cash or services and are subject to Terms & Conditions. 

 

https://www.marriottwaterssc.com.au/stores-dining/store/marriott-waters-news-tattslotto
https://newspower.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Easter-2020-Colouring-Entry-Form.pdf
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